Sandra Dee Robinson

Horsepowered Retreats™
A Unique Authentic Leadership and Communi cation
Retreat with Horses.
(no horse knowledge needed!)
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Description: Getting back to nature often creates major breakthroughs for
top-level professionals that are stuck in offices or living in high stress situations all week
long. My equine-based Leadership Development workshops and retreats (Featuring
Charismatic Cowgirl Programs™) are ideal for anyone that wants to understand how to
build better relationships, leadership skills and confidence in all situations in a most
unique, natural and effective way. Watch the video to hear what participants say, see the
science involved and why horses even help us to breathe!
Click
https://sandradeerobinson.com/leadership-development-program/
No experience needed: We do not ride the horses during these experiences, but
work with the horses as a partner on the ground in a professionally facilitated session.
No experience with horses is necessary. In fact, we’ve had guests that are fearful of
horses, and sometimes they have the most extraordinary experiences, so fear not!
You can benefit from listening to a horse!
Why? A species that has survived for millions of years, horses are excellent
readers of energy and thus offer immediate feedback to their human counterpart. They
react to a shift in us, so when we make the slightest adjustment in our approach to them,
we see the consequences play out instantly. This can help us to become more attuned
to how we approach our human relationships.
Based on science It almost seems like magic, but these sessions are based on
science. Horse assisted psychotherapy is becoming more recognized because of its
incredible effectiveness; the equine program we offer may have some therapeutic
benefits, for sure, but we are specifically focused on helping brilliant humans shine even
brighter in their lives as leaders in their business,community and family by helping them
become more present, communicate clearly and be reminded of what they are capable
of achieving.
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Proposed Itinerary
(Each retreat is customized to
achieve the intentions for the group)
The retreat begins the night before (this is
optional and most ideal) with a 4:00 pm
orientation, consisting of introductions, what
to expect, setting intentions and meet and
greet.
Wine and or cocktails as well as light food are
served al fresco (*Musician can be arranged if
desired, artist’s fee to play applies). The fire pit is lit if the weather is right for it. We end
early, by 8 pm to allow participants to settle into their hotel and have a full dinner if they
choose and rest up!
The Retreat Day:
• 9:00 am - 9:15 am Continental breakfast and coffee served in the barn. Registration.
• 9:20 am - 11:15 am Introduction of the day. Intuition and leadership. Choosing equine
partners.
• 11:15 am -12:45 pm Session one with Horses. Each works with their equine partner
to build a relationship.
• 12:45 pm - 1:35 pm Lunch break. Farm to table catered lunch under the oak trees
• 1:35 pm - 1:50 pm Journal time…quiet time for participants.
• 1:50 pm – 2:00 pm Share insights and move into authentic core leadership… how it
shows up with an equine partner.
• 2:00 pm - 4:00 pm GROUP SESSION with horses. Quick break...
Each team or individual (depending on size of group) works with their equine partner
to a goal.
• 4:10 pm “Circle Up” share learnings/observations from the final session at the fire pit.
Ceremonial close of the day Champagne toast. Parting gifts.
• 2:00 pm - 4:00 pm GROUP SESSION with horses. Quick break...4:45 limo transport

back to hotel. (Option here to move to a casual dinner at a local restaurant )
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Lodging and possible Sunday activities in the nearby area
Genesis Farm is 34 miles from Austin’s Bergstom
Airport (45 min drive).
3814 Deer Trail, Spicewood TX 78669
Our all inclusive package includes lodging
accommodations at the new La Quinta Inn and Suites
in Lakeway. Approximately 20 minutes from the farm.

Staying an extra day? Activities Nearby:
Hill Country is home to wineries, distilleries, breweries and even a zip
line park!

Iron Wolf Ranch and Distillery. A destination
with events, live music, outdoor games and great
drinks https://ironwolfranch.com/

Spicewood Vineyards. Award-winning wines from
the Hill country. Sit on the porch and enjoy!
https://www.spicewoodvineyards.com/
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Cypress Valley Zip Line. Even adults need time to play!
https://www.cypressvalley.com/. ** also offers lodging, check for
Canopy Tour operation due to Covid concerns.

FrontYard Brewing. High quality beer/ outdoor fun
and merchandise. Shared space with Five Sol Wines.
https://www.frontyardbrewing.com/.

About Sandra Dee

Sandra Dee Robinson started her first career
at the age of 11. She became established with
major roles on Another World, Sunset Beach,
Bold and the Beautiful, General Hospital, Days
of Our Lives, The Bay and guest starred on
many prime time shows and films, like CSI
Miami, Criminal Minds and Two and a Half
Men… among others.
While still portraying her role in Daytime TV, she began training TV hosts, and
then professionals and experts to feel and look amazing in videos, on TV and
public speaking from all size stages. All the while perfecting her ability to reveal
the Authentic leadership and communication style of her clients.
Sandra Dee founded Charisma on Camera Performance Coaching in
2010 and created her her equine-assisted coaching program, Charismatic
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Cowgirl in 2018, now broadened and relaunched as Horsepowered
Consulting.
She is an international speaker and master certified in NLP, Hypnosis, Stage
mastery as well as Certified in Natural Lifemanship, trained in EAGALA and is a
Certified Success and Soul Business Coach. She has appeared on the cover of I
Love Coaching Magazine, Womelle Magazine and The Hot Years Magazine.
You’ve seen her on QVC, and interviewed on ABC CBC, NBC and is a frequent
guest on Radio shows and popular podcasts. Her mission in all her work is to
illuminate the path for people to fully express all they are Designed to be.
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Pricing
$800.00 per person
6-10 person groups
Included with the training:
●

Food/ beverage (Happy hour hors d’oeuvres and wine, retreat day continental
breakfast and farm to table lunch/champagne toast, snacks and water)

● Welcome journals and parting gifts.
● Group follow up (virtual) gathering, hosted by Sandra Dee 1 week after event to aid
in processing any learnings that are still occurring and offer support and further
actions to stay on track.
Customization of the group experience is always available.
sandra@sandradeerobinson.com. 310 920 9932

Weather
Because we are primarily outdoors for the entire event, weather is a factor and a bit of a
wild card with Texas’ potential extreme weather. Heat below 110, we go on, cold above
freezing, we go on, light rain… yup! Thunderstorm and lightning: No way.
We take into consideration historical documentation of weather to determine the most
likely times we will be least inhibited by Mother Nature.
Cancellations will be determined 48 hours in advance … rescheduling asap.

Questions or to book your group:
sandra@SandraDeeRobinson.com
512 945 3002
Cell/text 310 920 9932
www.SandraDeeRobinson.com
Book a time to talk: www.Calendly.com/SandraDee
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A percentage of sales of workshops and retreats will go to support Spirit Reins, an
equine assisted therapy center in central Texas that is setting the standards for mental
care for children and families affected by trauma.

“Nothing is more rewarding than hearing how my gifts
help others find their own. I feel rewarded with every
client’s breakthrough, every ounce of confidence gained
and every improvement in someone’s professional or
personal life.”— Sandra Dee
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I wanted to face my fear of horses that I had from a Traumatic event when I was a young girl.
And then I had an extraordinary experience at the Charismatic Cowgirl event with Sandra Dee
and now I am forever changed and restored to the love of horses that I once knew many years
ago. But even more than that I discovered through my communion with the horse that the lack
of self-confidence in many areas of my life- was robbing me of my joy. Thank you Sandra Dee
for this amazing opportunity, for not only me, but for anyone who is lacking confidence in any
area of their life- this opportunity is truly transformational!!
–KR

I had such a revelation! I have already shared my experience with others so many times…
sometimes we need to lead from the front, but others, we lead from the back, and then
remember to back off and let them fly. I’ve been working too hard!
- Megan C., Chief Communications Officer

Thank you! I found my voice! I’ve learned to deal with difficult people.
I’ve changed the dynamics.
- Wendy C., Business Coordinator

It’s amazing!…I am still seeing new things learned from those horses every day!
- Di K., Insurance Executive
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